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On Finite Groups Generated by Odd Transpositions, III 
Let G be a finite group. A subset I) of involutions of G is a set ot’ odd 
transpositions of G if G == ,~D, , 11’; I), and UC has odd o&r for any pair 
u, U of noncommuting elements in 11. 
This paper continues the classification begun in [I] of gl-oups gcwrated 
by odd transpositions. Certain results proved there allow us to assume the 
following hypothesis without loss of generalit!-: 
HYPOTHESIS C. D is a rottjugacy class of odd transpositiotts qf tltr finite 
group G. L?(D) is connected. u E D, N is the maximal set of impimitiz’ity of P 
containing u, M ~: ,‘D,> and .I2 O,(H). 
‘The notation used above is explained in Section I. II is transitive on I),,“, 
so by induction one can assume II to bc a known group. The classification of 
groups generated by odd transpositions thus reduces to characterizing G by 
If. 
The main result of this paper is ‘I’hcorcm 4 bvhich classifies all groups G 
in which .\I _ Z(H). These are the orthogonal groups over a field of even 
order or of order 3 or 5, the symmetric groups, the Fischer groups, and 
certain wreath products. 
Let D be a set of odd transpositions of 6’. C is represented as a permutation 
group on D by conjugation. For A C D and II ; G, WC denote by IIJ , H(A), 
the pointwise, global stabilizer of A in H, respectively. Set II* Il(d)/H, 
with induced permutation representation. il is a set ctf impittti~iGty for GD if 
Anil”= ‘.:forallg~G--~~~(d),and:’ :-A y D. 
Let A be a set of imprimitivity of GD. We make the following definitions: 
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‘/(A”) is the graph with vertex set AC and edges (Al,, 0’1) for Al’ E D,“. 
/?(A”) is the block design with point set A , G block set i,’ : O( E ~1”: and I 
ncidence defined by inclusion. The line through a and /3 is 
,*P = [~:SEY forallytol’np~~ 
01 * ,5? is singular if j3 t CC and hyperbolir if /3 E A, 
Dz ~: (u’,. : z‘ t D,, , u E D). H ::; G is a D-subgroup if N ;B n IJ) . 
The D-width or width of G is ~ S n D [ , where S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
*I triangle in G is a triple (u, ZC, U) with u E D, v E D,, and w E .-II, r‘l z3, 
(u, zc, 2,) is a triangle of the first, second, third kind, if 1 uvw 1 is ~1, 4, 272, 
respectively, where n > 1 is odd. 
O,(G) is the largest normal solvable subgroup of G. P(G)/C)(G) 
Z(G/O(G)). ,411 groups are finite. 
TYc continue the numbering of results from [ l] 
2. EXAMPLES 
This is a continuation of Section 2 of [I]. 
~~YPOTHJ:sIs 2.4. Let IT be a n := 2m dimensional vector space over GF(y) 
q Y 2 even, with symmetric bilinear form ( , ). For z’ E I’*, v* is the transvection 
map .Y + .Y - (x, v) v considered as a projective transformation qf I-. Let D be 
the class of transvections and G == ‘D;. Assume n ) 2. 
The group G of Hypothesis 2.4 is denoted by Sp,,(q). G is the n-dimensional 
.y~mplertic group over GF(q). 
HYPOTHESIS 2.5. I/et I. be as in 2.4, and Q a quadratic,fijrm on I *. Q is said 
to be in statzdard form with respect to the basis {yi) (f 
where .f (s, y) .vy if sgn Q -1 and f is some jfixed irreducible form {f 
sgnQ -. I,et D be the class of transvections c * with Q(7)) I, ana’ G ‘D . 
As.wWlP t1 4. 
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(12 a,.~, , c b,.~,) 1 o,b,” 
IA II be the rlass of tratmectiotu and G II, . .Issutne II 2. 
The group G of 2.6 is denoted b!- C.,,(y): C’ , IS the tz-dimensional unitary 
group. 
HYIWTIIESIS 2.7. Let I - be a tt -~ I tlin7.ensiotmi zector space wer GF(5) 
with quadratic,form Q and induced bilinear,fotw ( , ). Q is in standard form with 
respect fo the basis Isi) {f 
I,I3Uxr.z 2.8. Assume Hypothesis 2.4. ‘I’hrn: (I) Fos Jiwcl EC: llf2.s a rttzique 
class ?f D-subgroups isomorphic to O,,‘(q). 
(2) IA u>’ t I), u)* F .il,,, , 1, I),,, n II,,. Then I. + Spit ?((I) ,for 
I1 4. 
(3) Hscrpt,for. the case q = 4, tt 7, G has a rrizial mtlf ipliei-. 
Proof. [2] is a reference for all statements concerning multipliers. 2.8.3 
follows from the fact that 1, acts as a symplectic group (Jn t u, 7~ . -4ssumc .I- 
is a D-subgroup of G isomorphic to O,,f(y). ‘4s T* E (u*) c.xactl\ when 
(u, 7,) 0, there csists a subset [.Y,*; of .I n /I .such that / ~~1 &tines 
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a standard quadratic form on I7 preserved b!- x\‘. 2.8.1 follows from the fact 
that all such forms arc equivalent under G. 
The proof of the next lemma is straightforward and as such omitted. 
LEmm 2.9. .~ssume Hypothesis 2.5. Let u,.~ c 11, ,zc’+. c .A,,, , H :=: D,,,, 
il?ldL I),,, n II,,.,; Then: (I) EJ.’ ‘ux: SP,, 49). 
(2) For II I 6, I, O,,&/). 
(3) G has a trivial multiplier unless G 0, >(4). 
I,E\IhlA 2.10. Assume llypothesis 2.6. Let u* E 11, zc’ t A,,. , H \ /I,,*“, 
I, ‘D,,. n n,,*,x. ( I ) SC’,,(q) is the covering ,yroup ?f CG. 
(2) Let n 4. G has a unique class oj D-suflgroups AY with 
AY/Z(AIe) G O,<(q). This class has waler q”(@’ I)($ ~ <j/2. H contains a 
unique class of D-subgroups isomorphic to I,,(q). 
(3) lAZ(L) .g 7 -,/ -2(y). 
(4) G contains n unique class qf D-sxf)groups .Y with S;%(S) g 1 ‘Id Mel. 
l’roqf. Assume n ~~- 4, and S is a D-subgroup of G with zY-;Z(.Y) z O,‘((I). 
I,et 1 be the orthogonal space defining S and Q the associated quadratic 
form determined by the basis {.Y,]. sTx corresponds to a subspace C~ZI,\ of C7. 
{u,: generates L7 over GF(y’) and wc can choose IV to be the subset of L’ 
consisting of those vectors 1 aiui with coefficients a, E GE’(q). Here the 
scmibilinear form on 1. agrees with the bilinear form induced by Q when 
restricted to C.. Thus, .I’ is contained in J- u.i- : II t 1: \ -” Sp,(q). By 
2.8 all relevant subgroups of I7 are conjugate. 4s G is transitive on subsets 
SUCll as L., all D-subgroups of G isomorphic to Sp,(q) arc conjugate. This 
yields the uniqueness property. ~ G : .I- y”(y” I)((/;! ~ t)/2 and X is 
self-normalizing. 
The proofs of the remaining results are the same as the analogous result in 
2.8. The groups X with S’%(S) g 7-,, r( 1) c correspond to nonsingular hvper- 
plants of I-. Groups isomorphic to L,(y) correspond to hyperbolic planes. 
LERI~IA 2.1 1. Alssume Hyp0thesi.s 2.7. Let II* t I), PC” F Ad,* ~ II -- I),,. 
arrd L /II,,, n II,,-,>. .&sume n __ 4. (I) ux7cx has order 3 or 5. 
(2) H/Z(L) g Q,,*(5). 
(3) If U%L’* 3, then L/Z(L) s -vO,r ,(5). 
(4) If ~ u*zcx / 5 and n + 4, then L/%*(L) q ‘O”,-,(5). In arzy event 
OS(L) has order 5+l and is not in the center of L. 
(5) H has a unique class of D-s&groups zc.itJl the respective property 
satisfied by 1,. 
48x/26/3-6 
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Proof. II,,* ~~ {z!* : (u, E) : 0). Thus, II acts as an orthogonal group on 
(u;, ; one can check just which orthogonal group. U*IP has order 3 if and 
only if Q restricted to {u, w> has sign -. Again I, acts as an orthogonal group 
on :u w , . C’onverselv if K is a D-subgroup of Ii with K%(K) an II 1 
dimensional orthogonal group, let r. r’;e’EKnI> As r” t I),., if 
and only if (z, x) = 0, U’ is of dimension two and (1 restricted to (‘. has 
sign -. Thus, K is a conjugate of L. 
Similarly u%~’ has order 5 if and only if U, zc is singular. Let 1.’ U, zo , 
and IF7 I” n U, z, Then I, acts as an orthogonal group on (7/II’. u i; is 
congruent to w* in this action so O,(L) . is not in the center of I,. Hv induction 
on n, O,(L), 5” r. Arguing as above these properties determine 1,“. 
hU?dA 2.12. Let 1) he a class oj- odd transpositions qf <;. Let % = %(G) 
hazle ovdelf two with G/Z N 70,,c(5). Then r t I and the extension splits 
;f and only if 11 Is odd. 
Proqf. \Ye may assume G is a group of transformations of a n dimensional 
orthogonal space. Let (2“~ ~~ Z(G). If ?z is even and c ~ 1 or if 12 is odd 
then z acts as an odd permutation on vectors of inner product one, so z 4 G’. 
h3~IlblA 2.13. Let G O,,c(y) or W,,‘(5), n 4. Let u t II, 7~’ t .‘I,, , 
H = (II,,‘\ and L \‘I),, n D,,.). Then I, C;,(w), and &,u:: L !VJL) (f 
G ~~~ O,,(q), while His transitice on u * zc ~ [u) if G = O,,(5). 
Proof. One checks easily that II is transitive on u * zu ~ (~1 if G ~- O,,(5) 
while {w, ZCUS is an orbit of N,(u % w) if G O,,(q). There are two classes of 
hyperbolic lines u * wi through u, and II is transitive on these classes. 
Clearly Lj C,{(zr * wj). Finally one checks that 
if G =- O,,(y) (I even, while H : L, ff : I,, ‘4 11 if G O,,(5). 
Thus, L; = C,,(U * z,). 
8. PRELIMINARY REXLTS 
LEMMA 8. I. Let 1) be a class of odd transpositions of G, IlII O,(G), and 
assume G/MgLL,(y), Sz(q), or C:,(q), q --. 2 even. Then either M’lO,(G) 
Z(GI’O,(G)) or G/O,,~(G) n Z2 Y C:,,(4), n 2 or 3. 
Proqf. Ixt G he a counter example of minimal order. C’learly O,(G) =- 1. 
Let K = O(G). By 6.3 (of [I]) n/K -- Z(G/K), so by 3.12 (of [I]) G/K- 
Z x I,, where I, E; G/;lf and 1 % / 2. As G/K 2. Z, x (;‘,,(4), n ==m 2 or 3, 
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u E i D,) for each u E D. Therefore by 6.1 K is in the center of G, a contra- 
diction. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let D be a class of odd transpositions of the nonsolvable 
group G. .&sunze O(G) 2m I and G has width two. Then G E S’; . 
Proqf. Let G be a minimal counter example and Q m= O,(G). If Q .<: Z(G) 
then G/Q has width one, so by 3.2 G is solvable. Therefore Q is in the center 
of G. If Q ={ I then minimalit!; of G implies G/Q e S, and 6.1 of [3] yields a 
contradiction. So Q -: I. By Theorem I, G satisfies Hypothesis C. So H has 
width one and therefore by Theorem 2, D is a set of 3-transpositions of G. 
Therefore, again 6.1 of [3] implies G ? S, . 
LEMMA 8.3. Let G satisfy Hypothesis C with Z*(G) ~~ I. zJssume G has 
width three. Then either D is a set of 3-transpositions of G or G :> O,m (5). 
Pl~OOf. Arguing as in 8.2, Ox(G) I. As G has width three, N has width 
two, so by 8.2 all triangles of H are of the second kind. Therefore, Theorem 2 
vields the desired result. 
LEMMA 8.4. Let D be a class of odd transpositions of G, (u, VJ, v) a triangle 
of the third kind in G, u” the involution in (uvw> and h- =- <C,(z)>. Assume 
Z*(G) =- I, O,(K) ‘:: Z(K) and K . t zs ransitive on C,(x) with K/O,:(K) g 
L,(q), Sz(q), or US(y), q > 2 even. Then either u” E D or G e O,-(5). 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counter example. By 3.16 G contains a D-sub- 
group S with C,(z) C S and X/Z*(K) g O,m (5). S has width three so 
arguing as in 7. I, G has width three. Bv Theorem I, G satisfies Hypothesis C, 
so 8.3 yields a contradiction. 
'~HEORERI 8.5. Let G satisfy FIypothesis C with O,,(G) = I. ,&ume 
G & O,-(5) and (u, w, v) is a triangle of the third kind in G. Then there exists 
d t D centralizing u, v, and U. 
Proqf. Let G he a counter example of minimal order. Let z be the 
involution in (uvw), d = C,(z) and K -- c/O;,. Let d, be the orbit of K 
containing U, v, and w’. If d + d, then by 3.2 il - d, centralizes A, . So K is 
transitive on A. 
uvz E D by 3.6. Thus, K/V,.(K) h as no subgroup of index two. In 
particular K/O,(K) $ O,-(5), so minimality of G and Theorem I imply 
KiO,L(K) E L&z), Wq), or u,(q), P > 2 even. Let Q O,(K). By r3.4 Q is 
not in the center of K. By 3.13, O,(K)/Q -: Z(K/Q). 
Suppose a E uQ - oi. Then as N is transitive on D,, -- r there exists a 
triangle (u, c, a) conjugate to (u, w, z:). So arguing as in 7. I thel-e exists .s t IY 
centralizing 44, 7‘, and w. But Ictting s KS, I’, 5 if I), 3. I implies that 
C’&) ’ C’,,(r), 
a contradiction. 
So ziv C 3. Let a E zP (ui. B\- 6.7 there exists a triangle (44, b, II) of the 
third kind. Let f Ix the involution in uuI, C’onjugating in C,,(w) if necessar!. 
WC may assume t E A-. Considering C’,(u), z if necessarv we may assume 
K “(‘&4), zc‘ B!. 3.14 there exists rl c D n K anil .L‘ C- Z(K) with 
t ua(unt) d,v. t centralizes b t --J,, JO t $ ix. But if .x I then D, cen- 
tralizes ua t(uat), so by 6.8 t F iy. Thus .\ I. Let d t 8. Then uat E do i- 13, 
so as uat F I,, ( d E . f,, ) and, thus, r/ is conjugate to urrf in C’,,(t). Thus, as 
t(uat) rtn $7 IF, .\’ ttl E IF’. As Y centralizes u. 7’, and IL’, lvc have ;I 
contradiction as lxforc. 
I,~~~nI.~ 8.6. Let 11 be u set of odd trunspositions of C, and let (u, CC, 7,) be a 
triangle qf the second kind in G. Then .u, PC, 7,, is solr2ahle rind, thus, satisfies the 
hypothesis of 3.X. 
I’ror$ Let G he a counter example of minimal order. H!, 3.7 and 
Thcorcm I, G satisfies Hypothesis C and O,(G) I. By 3.X there exists 
a t I) n I U, EC \ such that (u, a, 2;) is a triangle of the third kind. By 8.5 thcrc 
esists tl t 1) centralizing u, 7:, and a. Let :I :au\ and A SC,(A). Then 
d, zc t .J with d centralizing .A and w inverting it. Thus d is not conjugate in 
:V to zc, SO tl centralizes w. Thus. u, 73, and IC al-e in D,, ., and minimality of 
G yields a contradiction. 
THEonl<nI 8.7. Let G suti.$v Ilypothesis C with O,(G) 1. ~-lssume 
G ;- 0, (5). Then ‘I’(&;) has diameter two. 
Proof. Assu1ne d(ci, 6) 3, and let y c I), with ([(cl, y) 2. Let f (-I y, 
tJ t S. Then cd $1) by 3.9, so (c, u, d) is a triangle of the second or third kind. 
In the first case 8.6 and 3.8 implies thcrc exists s E ATCp(~) with c,’ d. Thus, 
Y” 6 and 3 (/(a!, 6) 4% Y”‘) 4% Y) 2. In the second case there 
exists a t I),, fl fjII b!. 8.5. In either case we have a contradiction. 
TmoREnl 8.8. I,et G satisfy Hypothesis c’. .Assunze O,(G) I and 1) is mt 
a set of 3-transpositions qf G. Then H’ II” or G -L,(q) wreath S,, , q 2 
ez!en and 71 5 or 6. 
Pvo?f. I,et G hc a counter example. By Theorem 2, ,If Ii. Let J/ill lx 
the unique minimal normal subgroup of Zl~~lil. By 3. I 1 rf/ J has width enc. IA 
p E I),, b t p. sLlpposc z‘ cp DJ, and w t (D,, n I),*) -- /3. Then [zc, fi] I 
by 3.3, while zc F bJ so 70 F .A, , a contradiction. SO either /3 (-- bJ or bJ C /l. 
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So there exists y E D, distinct from /3 and c E y ~ 17’. Then /I,* n L),. n D, 
is empty so considering ,:D,. n D[,‘x Dx n D,, n I)). is empty, for all 
(1 c I),, n /I. Let B, be the set of all y in .I,, such that D, n D,, n D, is empty 
for an\ A t l),, n II, . Suppose 8 t- .A,, n D, and let n E S. If D,, n D.,, n D, is 
nonempt!. we can assume n: is a member. Then as n t D, , d E cJ and letting 
.\’ (‘, b, d , aY’ 5~: -Y”. So (c, h, c/) is of the second kind and 1,~ 8.6 and 3.8 
there exists s t i 0’ ‘\ with c”’ r!. Let R(P, y) he the component of 9(--I,J 
containing y. It follows that B(P, y) i I$ and O-: is transitive on B(/3, y). Let 
.-f Z1(/3, y) U R(/3, yb). Clearly b and D,, n D,. normalize A1. Let dt I),, n A,. , 
ri t 6. If I-k E I& n D.,, n D, , then ri E b’, and as before bdc has order four, so 
y’“’ c y If no such #Y exists then 1)~ 8.5 MC has order four and y”” E y Thus, 
b normalizes .-I. 
Suppose bJ 5 /3. Then K V, n j normalizes y for each y E u As 
4, I C’,,(K) is transitive by ZJ, , K fixes 6 ’ pointlvise for each S E ,G’. Thus 
I>\ 8.7, h- acts trivially on &, contradicting 6.6. 
‘l’hcrefore, bJ & /I so thcrc exists fi E D, n D, . Let d t 6. B!- the above 
Y” y’( and .-I C B, , so \ d’ \ normalizes A. Thus, ,I), , D,” normalizes .A. 
But 111. 6.8, G -~- JZ1,, , I), , a contradiction. 
hnrm 8.9. Let G satisjj Uvpothesis C zuith O,(G) I. Let b t B E D, , 
0 O,(H) and nsszme G -2 L,(q) zcreath S,, Then bo n /3 (bj. 
J’roof’. Assume b =: N t 1~0 n /3. Let y E I),, If y E p-~ clearly ab fixes y. So 
Ict c 5 y 6: D, n ,4,j CI, c, /I‘: is solvable so by 3.7, c”~ E c’ arguing as in 6.7, 
N, c, h n c i- y. Therefore, ah fixes y, and, thus, ab fixes aL pointwise. As 
Q; (‘,(nb) is transitive on I),] and by 8.7, P(olG) has diameter two, ab acts 
tri\%tllv on .x(;. Thus, 6.6 yields the desired result. 
LIXKW. 8. IO. Let D be a class of odd transpositions qf G, rind let w be the 
?-part of the width of G. Then 1 D ~ :~m zc mod 2~. 
Proof. Let S be a S~low 2-subgroup of G, A S n I> and X _= jY,(A). 
s .Y and b!; 3.2, SA is transitive. Thus, for u E A, ~ ,S : C,(U) mmY .4 ~ 
zc mod 2~. Thus, D ; G : C,,(u); w mod 22~. 
THEOREM 9.1. Let G satisfy fZypothesis C with dZ Z(H) and Ii/M 
i.sonzorphic to L,(y), Sz(y), OY C’,(q), y >B 2 even. A~Issume O,(G) = I. Then 
G -v O,<(q). 
Proof. Assume the theorem to be false and let G be a counter example of 
minimal order. Let ,/3 E D,, and z1 E /3. /j is a set of imprimitivit!; of N, so <p> is 
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abelian. Therefore we ma); choose a Sylow 2-subgroup T of ZZ containing /3. 
Let S be a Splow group of G containing a: and 7‘. 
We begin a series of reductions. 
LEMMA 9.2. G’ is simple. 
Proof. Iemma 3.1 I. 
Proof. By 3.12, N _ O,(H) >: W(H) with 1 O,(H)1 I. 2. Assume first 
O,(H) ~~ 1. Then /3 ~~~ T;,. =~- ,‘T n D>*- by 3.9, and 1.5’ n D; CL, c/3;. 
Let x E ZY centralize UV, x em KY, r, s t D. Then s acts on C,(W) N u p. If 
s normalizes CL then we can assume ?; centralizes u and z’, so U, c’ t C,(x) 
C,(Y) n C,(S) and thus .T = TS E <C,(U) n C,(a)> ~~~ iS n I):%. Thcreforc, 
if D” n C’,(W) normalizes O( then !D’ n C’c;(uc)) ~~ <S n ZY? is abelian. But 
then a result of Shult [6] and 9.2 implies /(uv)“>, G is isomorphic to 
Z,.,(WZ), So, or Lj’:&rn), nz even, a contradiction. 
So we can choose .x w-ith a~’ z-m p. Let .q C’,;(x) n S n I1 Then 
,-1* C LY and j d q. Some conjugate B of ‘-2 containing s centralizes 2x. 
Note that for y E B; , C,(y) :- C,(s). Now q ‘, 2 so as B acts on Y u /3 there 
exists y E BP n Xc,u. But as before C,(y) eD(uz’) so C,(x) C’,)(Uz’) 
a: u /3 contradicting the choice of .x. 
Therefore, O,(N) = (2) :,/ I. Suppose z $ N. Unless ‘Z’n D ,8 OI 
q= 4,<‘7’nD--p = (TnI)~,sopc!snl>~p’~.Buta~X7’nl), 
/S n D ~~ p , impossible as ;Vc(S n D) is transitive on S n D bv 3.2. 
Further if Tn D fl then 2 t (‘p\ centralizes ,/3’. Thus, z centralizes 
<:p, a: G by 6.8, a contradiction. So y 4 and /3 (7.:. ‘I’lNlS, Y (24) 
and z mP z,a0 where T n D -1 {v, a, bi. Now JJsnD d centralizes cZ1 for 
d E 7’ n I1 so 1~~ 6.8 uz : 1, contrary to assumption. So s F IU. As -\‘(;(E) is 
transitive on oi, Y fz$ {u). 
I,r+nvrA 9.4. Let A = T n Ll and:V N,,(A). Then A Sn D,S ,?G 
and IV” is 2-transitizle. Either JV* is solzsable 01 y mm 8 and ,VA c L,(7). 
Z’roof. S n D) is Abelian, so S n D i H. Thus S n D A. II n :V is 
transitive on A - (u> and by 3.2 lXTA is transitive, so lVA is 2-transitive. 
H g C,(U), SO ZZ n N 4 X,, . (H n i\ ) T A is cyclic of order y -~ 1. Thcrcfore, 
any one of several results on 2-transitive groups implies that either KA is 
solvable or Kd -..: autL,(q --- 1). In the later cast N& has a cyclic subgroup 
of order (q ~-- 2)!2 ~~~ 2rtm1 ~ 1. We mav assume y -~~ I f 3, so there exists 
a prime divisor p of 2” ’ ~ I, and an element x of order p in :V,“c Let 
U == Q,(S n 02(H)). Then / C,(x)1 =- 2 and x induces an automorphism 
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of 33j;lr N 3&q), XX(~) or c,(q), so II : p 2+i - 1. Therefore, y == 8 
and X3 z L,(7). 
Let R -= (S n 02(H)), I: :~ Q,(R). 
LEivIYI.~ 9.5. No T nnd H/M 2 L,(q). 
Pmf. Let B = I\:~ and H, = (a~‘?. B acts on 33 and 33i . Let 
3:’ := C,(H) n C’,(H,). E is centralized by (u’, vL’ ~~ G by 6.8. So by 9.2, 
I:’ 1. Therefore, C’,H, -( aut H and as B centralizes il and Ca(33,) fixes 
every line v c d, d E D,, , we have Cs(33,) ~z cn,, ,‘l and B = TL, where L,, == I 
if 33:l:W is isomorphic to L2(q) or F&(q) and L,, is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
the dihedral group of order 2(q I 1) if H/Ill is isomorphic to r:,(q). In any 
event 7’ “j I\’ and O(H) ~ I. 
1,et L _: O(L,,), r == C,(L), 1’ = x3’), and assume 33/M- I!,(q). Then 
1, i 1 and (ev ’ r\ r> G 2, x L,(q) for w t d. As i;z& n F> 2 Zg x L,(g) 
for zc E d, I- is transitive on r and r n u1 77’: r n C~ for u + c E r. There- 
fore, O,( 1’) -.. Z(I’) and minimality of G and 6.1 implies IrjZ(l) z O,‘(q). 
As B TL,, , O,( I’) -= I. 
Therefore, Y n S = <:u) L’ has order 2q*. vj’;ir; acts regularly on d so 
X’ 2 L,(7). Thus, by 9.4 N3 is solvable and IT3 is a regular normal subgroup 
of ;VJ. R/ 1’ = [L, Tj U] so F normalizes R. L acts irreducibly on Ri U so V/U 
centralizes R,icJ. So I’< BV. As I, ‘:i (;‘,,(I’) 4 BV, R centralizes V. So 
I- Q,(RIw). If a E S induces an outer automorphism of order two on 33 
then considering the transfer of G to S/RV, ’ G : G’ ~ J 4, a contradiction. 
SO S n G’ RI’. 
Suppose .x E D2 n C,(w). Then x normalizes d _ C,(w). If s acts fised- 
point-free on d then x is in the regular normal subgroup of N3, so 
.Y E Ql(R I-) ~~ I’. If not we may assume x centralizes u and ‘z: and arguing as 
in 9.3, s t 3: 1 r. Therefore, (3)” n C,(w)) I? is Abelian. So Shult’s 
result together with 9.2 yields a contradiction. 
Let .il be the cyclic subgroup of order q --- 1 in X n II. 
b3IMA 9.6. I\:” is solvable. 
Proof. Assume N” g L,(7). Then ~ =1 / == 7 and there exists an element 
.2‘ of order 3 in 1V normalizing 9 and R. Also there is an element 
e E :V inverting .x. As RI’{,’ = [x, T/U], e normalizes R. So A’ =~ (T, z4, x, e) 
normalizes R. But if N/M~ Sz(8) then aut(R) possesses no L,(7) section 
(c.g. 1). 594 181). So 33/N g L,(8). Therefore, R _- CT and i’/R has a normal 
complement V/R in S/R. Further D n c’ is empty, so G’ is the kernel of the 
transfer of G to S/V and I’ is Sylow in G’. If7 is isomorphic to a Sylow group 
of the hIathieu group M,, or to a Sylow group of the alternating group A, . 
Therefore, theorems of Gorenstcin and Ilarada [4, 51 imply G’ is isomorphic 
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to JI,, ) G,(r), D,2(v), ‘JH , .-I, ) or Spa(Y), I 3, 5 mod 8. However, none of 
these groups contains a class of involutions /Y2 such that for t F: I)” there is a 
uniquely determined elementary group 1 of order eight containing t witit 
5(;(I:):(‘-LL,(7). 
9.4 and 9.6 imp]! that A’contains a normal subgroup 0, with .\-J <J and(;)’ 
regular. Hv 9.5, Q is a 2-group. hrguing as in 9.3 we have the follo\ving lemma. 
Ixnralx 9.1. IA 1’ ~~ (u7,)" n S. Then I‘i~ Q and ‘P is not .Ihelian. 
As I is not 241xlian there exists P E I’ I ‘. &) mm1 A\- and .\. is 
transitive on 1 -I,, so (‘ : Z(Q). So P centralizes l:, and, thus, there exists a 
conjugate E of C; containing e and centralizing 2.w. E acts on C’n(~7‘) A, so 
I:’ Q. -4s R yandBnT I.<) ET. 
Let Z: 1 T/l ‘“%(Q,‘I ‘).=! acts irreducibly on Rj I ‘so Z ( II or II’. Hut 
if% :s’ T, then I I C, ,(e) and as E and H/F are Ahelian. C’, (.(P) @:l. 
and thus intersects %,‘li nontrivially, a contradiction. 
Thereforc, Q/r’ is Ahelian. If lf/:lI m?m L,,(q), then (,, =- u I:‘(- so that 
)I ( 3 is Abelian, contradicting 9.7. Therefore II:.11 -2~ S,-(q). As the 
outer automorphism group of S’:(q) has odd order, Q s. I,et I’ RI:‘. 
Then S be, u, and I- n I) empty. So G’ is the kernel of the transfer of G 
to S,’ I and I~’ is Svlow in C;‘. 
As or, is not Ahelian we may assume there exists .x c K ~~ 1 with es il- I’. 
Claim C,( (‘1.) I, for r C K ~~~ 1’. For if a F E- centralizes 0, then as b has 
order four and h’ c- I ., IT contains an element J’ of order four \vith 1.:‘. :: I:‘. But 
this is impossible as 1.: 1 is elementar! So CE( I’.z) I. and, thus, as 
R ‘I t -.\. ~ , 1”: is transitive on b’s, and therefore 1’e.Y : I’. 
As any e 5 I’ I. is contained in a complement I: uf R in I - conjugate to 
I’ in G, it follows that for all h t I’ ~~ I.: and all ~1 F 1 ‘, ah t I‘. In particular 
(ZZI.;); C I’. Further for y t R ~ I ‘, LCy contains a unique involution. For as 
ahovc E is regular nn l.>,, JO there is a unicluc element of R inverting 3’. 
\\:e have shown that 1. 1 contains I!'1 1.~7 R 1 'c!(Y 1) 
involutions. ITurther P.V is contained in a subgroup I:‘, ( ; of I ’ with ((:‘,I -)” ‘-I /’ 
and K,l‘n El7 l . . Thus, I’n I’ 1: 2q(q ~~ I), so all involutions 
in I I lie in I’, and, therefore, G’ has one class of involutions. 
C’,,(w) :V is ?-closed, so 1,~ a result of Suzuki [7], G’ -- I,,,(q). But 
L3(q) does not contain Sz(q) as a subgroup, a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 9. I. 
10. ,4 CHARACTERIZATION OF L,(q) \\:REATII S,, 
THEOREM 10.1. Let G satisfy Hypothesis C with O,(G) I. ~-lssunre 
r\l z Z(H) and H/M is isomorpkc to L,(q) wreath S,, , q > 2, n 5. Then 
G g L,(q) wreath S,, ,I . 
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Pwof. In this section G is a counter example of minimal o&r to 
Theorem 10.1. 
Let L/,lr be a minimal normal subgroup of N,‘-$1. Then L;‘M is the direct 
product of II topics of L?(q). Let Q ~ O,(N). By 5.1 of [3], II/L’ g S,, , so 
1, := L’. Let 
with the product direct. Ry the Krull-Schmidt theorem 
and as H acts transitively on (LiJ and ilf =- Z(H), 9 is contained in each L,‘. 
C’onsidering the multiplier of L,(q), it follows that 0 -= 1 unless q =- 4 and 
Q 2. TVe eliminate this latter possibility in the next lemma. 
Proof. If a: C N, then OL CO, so it suffices to show Q -: I. Assume 
(;, : (2) f I. Then q = 4. Let z’ E p E I!!, act as (L, , L,) on CL,], and let 
K = ,‘D,, n D,;). /3 is a set of imprimitivity for N, sop is @ or CC>. So k’Z(K) 
is isomorphic to I,,(4) wreath S,, z , or f,,(4) x (L,(4) wreath S,, J. Thus, 
2’ Z(K), and, therefore, \ z>> Z(,‘L),,;). So G O( , /3‘ . C,.,(z), by 
6.8. a contradiction. 
Proof /3 is a set of imprimitivity for II. Thus either /3 m: {z) or 11 74. 
.Assume the former. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of II containing z’ and S a 
Sylow group of G containing 1’ and u. Then ;S n Zl) =- \ Tn II;, ‘u 
Further by 10.2, z E (T n D - {z);, so o t C’S n D ~ (~‘1 Rut aiqain b! I I 
10.2, u $ (T n D> <S n I1 ~ (u)>, impossible as A’JS n I)) is transitive 
on S n II bv 3.2. 
hnm.4 10.4. Let B C p;‘. Then B 7 1 acts trivially on 05’. 
Pmof. B = L,L, f I. Further for y E & , y = rL for c E y by 10.3, so 
B fixes y. Thus B fixes No pointwise. As (D,) 2, C,(B) is transitive on DO 
and ~(oc”) has diameter two by 8.7, B acts trivially on 01~;. 
Lemmas 10.4 and 6.6 contradict the existence of G. 
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THEOREM I I. I. Let G satisfy Hypothesis C with O,,(G) I. ~-lssume 
M -= Z(H) and H/M z O,- (5). Then G c 1 O,(5). 
Proof. Assume G is a counter example. As 11’111 has a subgroup of index 
two, AZ : . H’. B!- the KrullMchmidt theorem AI I,,’ and L,‘. where 
H’/M = L,:‘M :< L,,‘M. Thus, ill I 3. 
Ii is primitive on lI,*, so Gn is primitive. Let 2‘ E II,,, S a Sylow group 
containing u and z’, and A s l-l Il. If JI ] then ::A 1~);~ :~~ :A‘\ + 
:A ~ {u),,, impossible as Kc,(A) is transitive on A. So let ;LI ( 5‘ 
uz n-l n centralizes d’ for d t A so b!- 6.8, zu - I. That is II 2. 
Let S ,\‘,;(A) and B I\~~ . B acts on tl and centralizes A, so B ~~ .1<:0 
where ~1 C,(H). By 6.8 if a t :I’ then u C,(a). But .3 acts on D,.‘, 
and centralizes z”- n u ‘. Thus, as /U’~ n u is a maximal D-subgroup of 
(Zl,., by 6.8, C(a) n %.’ u1 nr; .So.d MU C,(iD,.>) and by the above 
C,(;\D,,‘;) I. Therefore, H ~A,>. 
SOW (,Y n H) 3 is the alternating group A4 on four letters, so :YJ = :lj UI 
S, . In the first cnsc as B H, H C,,(u). Therefore, a result of I#Vong [9] 
implies G z Sp4(5) G -O,(5). So assume !V-’ = A’, , and let s induce a 
transposition on d fixing u and 7:. s can be chosen to be an involution. One 
can check that all involutions in H n S are in II u II’. But .x $ iI since 
u ! i- ZI, and if s YS, r, s c- D then u c~ (‘D(.~) Y n s by 3.1, so that 
x --rsc”u I ~~ IZ. Thus, the kernel of the transfer of G to S/(S n II) has 
index two in G and contains II. But this is impossible as G n;,. 
THEOREM 11.2. Let G satisf? liypothesis (: zcith o,(G) I. .~ssumP 
12 ~~ Z(H) and H/:11 -s 0, (5). Then G ‘-! O,(5). 
Z'roqf. Let G bc a counter example. *Is H’J1 has a subgroup of index two, 
Ill :.I H’. As L,(25) has a trivia1 multiplier, 111 I. H is primitive on II,,*, so 
G is primitive on I). 
I,et v E D,, , S a Sylow group of G containing u and z’, and A S n 11. 
Then j A ~ = 4. Let e JJA d, E eG, r C,(e) and K ( I“. Denote 
by bar the homomorphism of K to K;‘: e‘,. Then ilIz n r‘ ? Z, x L,(4) for 
d E A, SO by 9. I, K/O,(K) -4 O,<(4). As D,, n I’ v’- Zl,, n r and u n I’ -z- 
aL n T for a / u in r, O,(K) Z(K). As e t Z(K), E I 
T,et :V =-~ NC;(A). Arguing as in I I. 1, :Vo ‘A’ . 1 S : C,y(z*) ~A -4, 
so ~ s ~ 27. As A is normal in S and P is the product of the four elements 
in A, e is in the center of ,5’. Thus, Cc,(e) : K 2. iI) ~~4mod8 b\ 
8.10 and lu 1 66 y 2 mod 4, so IA induces an odd permutation on D. 
Thus, 1 G : G’ ~ : 2. G’ has at least t\vo classes of involutions: IF and I:‘, so 
LVong’s result [9] implies G’ s +0,(5). Thus, G e 0, (5). 
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THEOREM 11.3. Let G satisfy Hypothesis C with O,(G) = 1. Assume D is 
not a set qf 3-transpositions of G. Then Jf/O,(H) = Z(H;O,(H)). 
Pyoof. Let G be a counter example. Let Q be the smallest lnormal 
2-subgroup of H such that O(H/Q) = K/Q 1s not in the center of 1iiQ. By 
Theorem 2, D,*M/M is not a set of 3 transpositions of H/32, so by 6.3 
:12/K = Z(H’K). Let ,/3 E D, , zl E /3. 7: dots not centralize Kj,O SLI there 
exists b E ,-l,. n z+. 
Suppose A,. n z.K C ,!3. Then ‘~j~ C (‘~1, -4,. n +,, ‘._ ,<‘:) so by 6.8 5~~ ;7 /3. 
Thus if c E y E D, then crb t cK C y, so ob fixes n’ pointwise. (D,) ,’ C,(cb) 
is transitive on D, and g(cP) has diameter two b!; 8.7, so ch acts trivially on 
x<;, contradicting 6.7. 
So rve can choose b E /3’ -f /I. Thus a * /3 :- {a) U /3O, and d = 01’ r\ 13 ~~~ 
(a * /3) L D,, Suppose C? t A and let 01” p. &-1 <IA, z”‘) ,C (U,,, so 
.-I T<’ II” by 6.8. Therefore aK’ =:- cP”‘. 
then ,& my" 
It follows that if 9(D,) is connected 
&” for all c?’ E D, . But then 11, centralizes w@’ so by 6.8, N K”’ -: {ai, 
a contradiction. Therefore, 9(D,) is disconnected. By Theorems I, 2, and 
8.8, ZZ,‘;lZ 5% L.,(q), Sk(q) or LrES(q), q ;z- 2 even. By 8. I, ti,‘K -2 Z2 x l;,,(4), 
n ~~ 2 or 3. 
Suppose a E /3 ~ cK. Then [a, b] := 1 so by 3.3, [b, p] ~~~ I, impossible as 
b E A!lc . Therefore, ,f3 C Go. We have shown that aKZ = aKY for each ol,” E A, 
so D,? n OiK” is empty. Therefore by 8.9, ZP ~~ {cl. Thus 0 -:; Z(H), so 
Q- I. 
H/K s Z, x l,‘,(4) so there exists a triangle (a, a, c) of the third kind in 
Fi and Ff = h’L where L = (C,, * (2)) and z is the involution in (sea’\,. As 
K is not in the center of H, 3.13 implies z does not centralize K, so z =r {uj. 
By 3.12 L g H/K. 
Let 7’ be a Sylow group of <a> H containing U, z‘, c, and 2. T (3 D 
{a, 72, c, lxz]. Let e ~~ UZ, r = C,(e) and J Z-m (r\. Denote by b’ar the 
homomorphism of J to J/!P>. For d E T n I), \L), n P) EL so by 9.1, 
J:O,( J) E Oat(4). D, n r # Dd n T and u’ n r + d1 n 1‘ for u # d t I’, 
so O,(J) Z(J). As e t J, t =- I. 
Let VII == i /3” 1 . We have shown m :> I. Let Q be the set of pairs (p, y) 
with /3 t D, and y E A, n DB . Let k :: i D, 1 and h 7: 1 D, n D, 1 , jl E D, . 
Then h 15m and A == 2nz. Further 1.Q 1 I= k(k-h- 1) == 15m(13mP 1). 
On the other hand, let w E y E A, n D, , and p 1 D, n D, ~ . If y E OIK~ for 
some !P E 11, then p ~~ 3~2, , a: * y 1 ~ m and there are 5 such lines, yielding 
a total of 15nz(m - 1) pairs. If y is not of this first type then \ve can choose 
c E I‘. Each member of o( * y intersects r in a unique element of 
1) so p -_ i UC 1 = 01 * y ~ = 3 or 5 with 10m and 6m lines of each type. 
This yields 60~2 and 120m pairs, respectively. Thus 15m( 13~ -- 1) 
15m(rr2 + 1 l), so m = 1, a contradiction. 
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12. A CHARACTERIZATIOK OF THE ORTHOGONAL GROUPS 
C’onsider the following hypothesis. 
HYPOTHESIS t:. G satisfies JJypothesis C’. Jlenote by bar the homomorphism 
fYOnl H to Will. Set n D,r. II is isomorphic to one qf the following groups 
with D the respective natural cluss of odd-transpositions: (I) 11 SP,,(q), 
t’,,(y) or O:, i Jy), q 2 ez’en, n I 2 and D the class of tvanseertions. 
(2) H +,,qq, N 4 zcith Jl a class qf reflections. 
(3) II JJ2(q) wreath S,, , q e, 2 weu, II 5 with D the class of tvans- 
positions. 
(4) II Sz(y), y 2 even. 
T1.e prove the following. 
7’HEOREIU 4. Let G satisfJ1 Hypothesis I< with ill Z(H) and O,(G) I. 
Then one qf the~folloecing holds: (1) JJ = Sp,,(y) and G ‘v O;, , a(q). 
(2) li 2 TJ,,=(5) und G 2: “O;,,,(5). 
(3) JJ -2 J,,(q) wreath S,, , G ~2 fJa(q) wreath S,, Z . 
The proof involves a sequence of Icmmas. Throughout this section G is a 
counter example of minimal O&I- to Theorem 4. 
I,EhllLIA 12.1. f/ Sp,,(g), ( ‘,,(q) 01. O,,(g), y .. 2 even, 0)’ q 1(5), n 4. 
Proof. Theorem 2, 9.1, IO. I, I I .I, and I I .2. 
I,~nIara 12.2. G’ is simple. 
J’YOOf. 3. I I. 
LEnIaf.4 12.3. IA /3 i; I), . Then I Tl3 ~~ u: *p is a maximal set of imprimi- 
tizYty of II, und c’p: is abelian. 
J’voof. j3 is a set of imprimitivity for II on D,*. H>- inspection of the 
\-arious possibilities for If, 18 is the maximal set of imprimitivity containing 
any set pof imprimitivity of RD. Also 51 FB , and, therefore, /‘F \ is Abelian. Of 
course, w * p =: I ‘R 
ProoJ. 4 maximal set of imprimitivity for H”, and thus for G”, has order 
one if H is an orthogonal group. So WC can assume H / O,,(5). Suppose 
A a II. Then as i\‘,(a) is transitive on 01, N n H is empty. Since by 12.3 l/3 
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is Abelian we can choose a Sylow group T of H containing p and a Svlow 
group S of G containing II and T. _ S n D \ :~ <cy x ’ 7’ n D”. But 
unless II O,-(4). As O;(4) ~~ 0, (5) this latter case can be excluded. But 
a$ \TrlI., ‘S n D cx \, impossible as :\‘,;(S n D) is transitive on 
S n D by 3.2. 
So 3 G If, and thus UI C O,(H). But by 2.9, O,(tf) I if If = O,,‘(q) -i 
0, (4). This yields (2). Further if If :- S/I,,(~) or C:,,(q) then / O,(II) 2 so 
that O,(Il) 11 c N . This yields (I). 
Proqf. Let il -: I),, n D,. n D,, ad K !,4,,. Assume first 11 = Sp,,(y) 
or I’,,(q). Then as K .: ?D,.), 2.8 implies that K/Z(K) g Sp,! ?(q) or I ‘,! -Jq), 
respectively, so minimality of G and 9.1 imply L/O,.(L) E O,,‘(q), and if 
R 1 -,,(q) then n -= 4. As D,, n d =L D,, n A and u’ n A ,’ a1 CT A for 
a f u in d, O,(L) = Z(L). 
IY\Text assume Ii z l O,,V(5). By 2. I I uw has order 3 or 5 and except for the 
case II uzc =-~ 5, K,IZ*(K) is a certain well defined orthogonal group. 
Therefore minimalit)- of G, Theorem 2, 9. I, I I .I, and I I .2 imply L is as 
claimed. Here also wc use 11.3 to conclude that if O,(K) is not in the center 
of K, then O;(K) ‘< O,(L). 
So assume ff ~~ CO,(~) and uzc has order 5. Then by 2. I I, O,(K) has order 
25 and is not in the center of K. 
Let I’ 0,(11) and S <W,(P);. As O,(R) has order 25 and is not in 
the center of K, 11.3 and 6.1 of [3] imply P ) ‘,: 125. So by 2. I 1, P is in a 
well determined conjugacy class of II and <:Vn,~(P);~~P z ‘O,,(5). If 
:I-, I< (P) ~-- I‘ we are through, so assume n t .V, (P) -~ r. Then au! has odd 
order so zc is conjugate in ,\; to a. But as P ’ I,, k centralizes P, while a does 
not centralize P, a contradiction. 
I,I:~IM.~ 12.7. There are tzo classes (u * u.)” of hyperbolic lines thlozqh u. 
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If H is orthogonal u * w has ordeer 3 and 5; if l? U4(q) or Sp,,(y), u * w ha.7 
order q -:. I and y -- 1. 
Proof. I,et w E -dII By 8.7, .9(D) has diameter two so I’ II,, n II,,. is 
nonempty, and bv 12.6, 2.8, 2.10, and 2. I I, I, = = c r’) is in one of two well 
determined conjugacy classes of N. Thus there are at most two classes of 
hyperbolic lines, so that it suffices to show there exists lines of the orders 
claimed. 13~ 12.6 such lines exists if FI IS orthogonal, so assume H 
34~). - 
L,;(q) or 
Now there exist a, h E r such that the line ad through a and b in .#(r) 
has order q [- t, t :tr I 1 and (I& I1 n a, h). Thus, a -i; h C ad, since 
ri- I), while clearly aab I> n ‘u, h‘ -: a I h. Thus, (I ‘h h q t. 
I,EMh14 i 2.8. II m7- l‘,(q). 
Proof. Ry 12.7 there arc exactly two classes c‘, of hyperbolic lines through 
II, and bv 12.6 and 2.10 these classes have order 
a, -:: q3(qr3 ~. I)(q2 j (- 1)‘)/2, i ~~ J, 2. 
By 12.7 wc can choose the lines in C‘, to have order y + t and q t for 
i I, 2, respectively. Thus, A,, has order 
aICy I- E -- I) -I- a,((1 t I ) qy9” -1 I)(q” - q’ - 6). 
D,, has order (4’ $ l)(q:’ I. I). Thus, ~ L) j mu 2 mod 4’. But H has width 
(9” + l)(y -- I) so G has width u; 0 mod q. Therefore, 9 divides I) ~ by 
8.10, a contradiction as q :,- 2. 
LEhrniA 12.9. Jfx q I is an elation in aut .A(U) witlt axis u - and center u, 
then .Y ~~ II. 
Proof. Let AY be the group of elations with axis U’ and center u. A’ fixes 
every line through u. Claim X is semiregular on D ~~ 21’. For suppose .v E S 
fixes u; E A-f I, Then s fixes n,, n z . Further if w t -J,, n u: ! then ,Y fixes 
u:’ n (n + U) = (z). So .Y fixes z& pointwise, and thus fixes all lines 
through ZL’. So if z E A,, n d,,. ~ (U y ZU), T fixes (U * 2) n (70 + Z) {z].. AS 
above s fixes zL pointwise. Thus N = I. 
So ~ X 1 divides 1 u :F zu 1 ~~ I for any hyperbolic lint ZL * ZC. But by 12.7 the 
greatest common divisor of 1 u * z*! ! ~ I over all hyperbolic lines u v ‘~1 is 2. 
Thus, S 7 <u>. 
Define a group G* as follows: If Ii C0,,p(5) let G* _ “O:,+,(5); if 
17 == Q,?(q) and for hyperbolic lines u * 71’ of order Q + I, L/Z(L) 7: One(q), 
then let G* mm~ O&(q). Denote by D* the natural set of odd transpositions of 
G”; for u c II)* let H* == (D,,\, etc. FVe will show G CY! G”. 
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LEMMA 12.10. H s fj*. The permutation representation of If (j’?I I) is 
equivalent to that of FI* on D*. 
ProoJ II>- 12.9, Z((u~; H) := (u>. If H is symplectic the proof of 12.4 and 
2.8 imply H =-- c’u> V(H). So H G II*. Let a be orthogonal. By ‘12.12 if 
x or E is --- then Z(li) =- I. Let ‘z; E I),, , T a Sylow 2-subgroup of H con- 
taining T’, and S a Sylow group of G containing u and 7‘. If r and E are I then 
v E ‘T A D - ‘~‘1 while u $ (T n D\ m= /S n I) - {u]J, impossible as 
,YTr,(S n 11) is tiansitive on S n D. Thus, Z(H) + 1 so as Z(lzA II) =: :u , 
u t if. By 12.12 if 12 is odd the extension splits. If n is even then H’ ‘&I‘) has a 
subgroup of index two, so by 3.2, u E Ii’. Thus, again H g H”. 
Let u: E A!, , L mP (U,, n D,,:. By 12.6, 12.7, 2.8, and 2.1 1 the isomorphism 
of II to If” takesL toL*. The stabilizer in H of u x zu is i\i,L. If H is symplec- 
tic 2’,1, - WL by 2.13, so L =~ C’,,(w). If II is orthogonal then 
by 12.13. Let w E D, n I),,. . Then (D, n D,.> is transitive on u * w -- {uf by 
2.13, so 1. = C1,(zu). Therefore, with 12.7 the permutation representation of 
IZ on D is equivalent to that of H* on I)*. 
JVe now construct a graph D in a manner analogous to Fishers central 
extension process. Let D be the point set of 9:. Let z’ be a distinguished point 
in D,, and /l the edge set of S(D,.). Let the edge set of CP be A”. 
Lmnm 12.11. S?(D) z 9 G Q(D*). 
Proof. V’e prove 9 g s(D*); the remaining isomorphism is easy. Let 
u7’r I)* and H* z (DuT). There exists an isomorphism T of H and H”. T 
induces an isomorphism of CZ(D,,) and g(D,,). Also T restricted to 
Q(D,, n 0,) extends to an isomorphism of a(L),) and 5’(DIT) commuting 
with R ~~ ,:I), n D,>. So for d E I),. , NR(d) T = :VRT(dT) and therefore 
-VH(d) 1’ 7 N,,(dT). Xow if d” ED,. for some h E H then there exists r E R 
such that (t”r = d bv 12. IO. So hr E L\jH(d), implying that hrT t lT,,(dT), and, 
thus, (0)lirT s: dT. So T can be extended to D by setting (d”) T mm; (dT)lc7 
for k E II, d E D,. As the permutation representations of Ii on % and II* on 
9(D”) are equivalent, T is a one-to-one correspondence. Let d, E I),. with 
(d:lT, d$T) an edge in 5’(L)*). Th ere is a point of I),, adjacent to the d:’ , and 
II is transitive on D,, , so (d,T, d,T) E (AT)“’ =- (11”) T. Thus, T is a graph 
isomorphism. 
12.11 implies 9(D) = &(D*). So 12.9 implies D = Dr. Therefore, 
G z- ;Dk = <DA;> :- G*, contradicting the choice of G. 
This establishes Theorem 4. 
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